2013-2014 PIAA District III M&T Bank Girls Team Tennis Championship

Class AA Quarterfinals Results

# 1 Lancaster Catholic 3, #8 Camp Hill 0
#1 Singles: Elizabeth Veronis LC vs Eleanor Gerhard 6-1, 4-5
#2 Singles: Erin Volutza LC vs Rashi Anand 6-0, 3-2
#3 Singles: Rachael Fazzini LC def. Allison Nudel 6-1, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Julia Davis/Ellie Cubbison LC def. Carolyn Arosell/Maddie Hepfer 6-0, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Emily Hollister/Katie Filing LC def. Elizabeth Drda/Miranda Nash 6-0, 6-1

#4 Berks Catholic 4, #5 Trinity 0
#1 Singles: Lin Robertson BC def. Katherine Long 6-1, 6-0
#2 Singles: Andi Eways BC def. Haley Matthes 6-3, 6-0
#3 Singles: Lauren Firely BC vs Natalie Weaver 6-2, 2-4 DNF
#1 Doubles: Megan Antosy/MaryKate Gregor BC def. Amanda Becker/Isabel Hachten 6-0, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Carolyn Hassinger/Meg Lilly BC def. Hope Joyce/Amber Estok 6-3, 6-2

#3 York Catholic vs. #6 Pequea Valley

This match was postponed due to both schools dismissing school early due to flooded roads. The match is rescheduled for Monday at HRC at 10:30 AM

#2 Wyomissing 3, #7 Biglerville 0
#1 Singles: Greta Koch Wyo def. Carlee Brumgard 6-2, 6-2
#2 Singles: Mara Trifoi Wyo vs Jenna Glass 6-1, 3-0 DNF
#3 Singles: Caroline Pattillo Wyo def. Morgan Orndorf 6-0, 6-0
#1 Doubles: Carmen Heinly/Abby Waxler Wyo def. MacKenzie Bender/Eleanor White 6-3, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Emma Thornton/Maddie Bickel Wyo vs Kati Johnson/Kate Thomas 6-3, 5-4 DNF